COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL, 3rd Meeting

LOCATION:
1600 LOS GAMOS, SAN RAFAEL – ROOM 211
(Lucas Valley exit from 101, Enter Lobby C – white awning by Bright Beginnings Pre-School/Park across the street by yellow school buses)

March 26, 2019
3:30pm – 6:00pm

Please bring: Network Maps and a Laptop, if you have one

3:15 ARRIVE AND SETTLE IN

3:30 WELCOME AND OVERVIEW OF GOALS
Introductions

3:40 FILM: “What’s Possible”, 2014 UN Climate Summit, Morgan Freeman

3:45 Table Discussions

4:00 Why Are We Here? And What Is “DRAWDOWN: Marin”, Anyway?

4:20 GUEST SPEAKER: “Talking to the Public About Climate”

4:35 REPORT: Outreach Planning Sub-Committee

4:55 – 5:05 BREAK

5:05 VIDEO: “Building a Movement”, TED Talk

5:10 MAPPING EXERCISE
   Table-Top Group brainstorming and real-time updates to the list with group input

   AMBASSADORS AND VOLUNTEERS, or “Ask not what Drawdown can do for you…ask what you can do for Drawdown” – presentations, events, tabling, calendars, parades and fairs – what else?

5:40 OTHER ITEMS FOR THE GOOD OF THE ORDER
   Thoughts and Questions
   Charter/Goals
   Tutorial on Accessing Google Docs
   Future Meeting Schedule

6:00 ADJOURN